
 

Computational Complexity Lecture 20

Recaps P countingwitnesses

SAT Perm are P complete

pH E P
P Wtf some modularmagic

Agenda Approximate counting

Qnoo Exactly computing satisfying assignments is hard

But can we approximate the number of SAT assignments

9 either
729

qui m again
Jsat

Mgk
32k
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Computing SAT approximately seems at least as hard as

SAT itself

Them For any SS there is a BPP algorithm ASAT

which on input of satisfies

Pr LASATG E SATCg ite s t S

with running time poly 191st log's



What can we do with an MP oracle

Cheeking if g is SATITAUT
checking if p has exactly 1 SAT assignment

Checking if 9 has 3 42 SAT assignments

ooo If SATHI is small then we can compute
this exactly using an MP oracle

Asimpler promise probleeneo

Approx countCq k
Yes if SATCq 32k

No if SATED E 2k

How can we hope to solve this even with an

NP oracle

time

tell us the size

f a peas
8 S

Lemmas LeftoverHashLemma Let It h oi5 out n

be a family of pairwise independent hashfunctions and let e
For any S E fo IT s t 1St 4Eyez we have

n.PH flats hens_0m31 c Em Cite
3 314
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Let us just assume this for now and proceed

BppNPalgo for approxcountcask
17 If k 5 we can check if 432k sat assignmals
using an NP oracle

17 If k G Set m k 5 and pick a

random h fo 90,13 from a p.i.h.fr
Return yes if the formula
goes L Ahca has 348 sat assignment

Nb otherwise

Correctness
Let S a peak I

Yes case 15132k 2M 4 ime2 for e ily
i

LHL says Pollfaes hca031 Cei.LI f
f 64 48

No cases 151 I 2k SES 1st 24 2 5 cYz

prllfa.es Ko 31 Cte.l m e Yg
n
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Remark We can pushthe error down by repeating 1majority



B Cq
Run approxcourt psi for EOslo on

If k is the last point where approx courtly h Yes
return 2k

9 E 2k E SATCq E 242
4 Yesatk No athtt

i This alg gets SAT p night within a factor of4

Coro There is a BPPNPalgo to compute SAT

within a factor of 4

Can we get within a Lite factor
M

M

ASATCq i consider 4 ft Ct to be chosen

R N BSAT y
shortly

17 Return NYT

say M SAT19 Mt SATCH
It
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Again the prob if error can be pushed to my S

by repeating etc

Essentially Thm Forany SS there is a BPP algorithm Asa
which on input of satisfies

finishes p Lasatq E SATCq IIe 3 t s
this withrunning time poly 191st log's
modulo the LHL

Proof of the Leftover Hash Lemmae
Lemmas LeftoverHashLemma Let It h oi5 out3h
be a familyofpairwise independenthashfunctions andleteo
For any SE foIT s t 1St 42m62 we have

n.PH flatshens_0m31 c EdmCte is 314

Say Se fai a Xi 1 Hai om

ELXJtsyzm rlzm.pe Exo X

Interested in 1311 14 em

If Xi's were indep then Chernoff would have
worked

But Xi's need not be indep but they are pairwise
indep

Obs For my its PolXi a X b BLxi a Bfxj b



Since Xi's are pairwise indep

Var x ELK µJ
pairwise 2 Var Xi
indep

IE ELXII Ekiti

II Im Em s Em

prllxyulze.pe BIG MI Epi e EL
E2µ2

ITEM Ifa Tsiisearse

Chebyshev's Inegi BLIXHI Epe is V E

So what have we learnt D

D Perm SAT are P complete
D P FP f NP
But we can do a lot more with a P oracle
than with an NP oracle
PNP e Zz P P2 pH

i But if we only wish to approximately compute SAT
or Perm

we can do that in BppNP

KuldeepNeel Moshe Vardi



t Facts Permof a non negative matrix can actually
be approximately computed in P Jerrum Sinclair

Vigoda
Some properties of the Permanent

I Downward self reducibility
If you know how to solve nxn permanents

You can solve NH x htt permanents

n n.fxn.Dixn.D i xx.my

17 Random self reducibility

Jn
Fix a prime p ans
Considerthe task of computing
Perm X modp

Q i
3Mt

Claim Given A we can compile Perm modp everywhere
with prob 3 43

Pf Say we are given a matrix Xnxn
Pick a matrix Y uniformly at random
Since print let oomf in be distinct

non zero residues modp
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Perm Xtty fo t f ti fat't fit
em

let pe Perm Xt ii Y for E 95 on

itEiEa iI tDl l
h

fo 24Yai piso

what are the chances that Alxtaiy Perm x ray

for all i O on

Obese For any fixed matrix X if Y is randomand
hit 0 then Xt toy is also random

Koffi ACXidiy3fpermlxtxiylfz ni.fm Ys D



Turns out even if t computes Perm on Yn fraction of

inputs that's enough to get the same conclusion above

low degreepolynomials are error correcting codes

Ref Permanent is hard even on a good day
by Yuval Filmus


